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Heinrich's Domino theory states that accidents are caused by a chain of successive events, metaphorically like the fall of a domino line. When one of the dominoes falls, it triggers the next, and the next... - but removing the key factor (such as a dangerous condition or dangerous act) prevents the onset of a chain reaction. What are the dangerous
circumstances and acts? According to Heinrich, all incidents are directly related to dangerous conditions and acts that he defines as dangerous performance of individuals, such as standing under suspended load ... horseplay and removal of protective measures. and mechanical or physical hazards, such as unattended gear ... and insufficient light. They are
described in detail in human behavior and errors in Module 7. Dominoes Heinrich plays five metaphorical dominoes marked by the cause of the accident. They are a social environment and ancestry, a person's fault, a dangerous act or a mechanical or physical hazard (dangerous condition), accident and injury. Heinrich explicitly defines each of these
dominoes and gives advice on how to minimize or eliminate their presence in the series. Person's fault: Another domino also deals with the personality traits of employees. Heinrich explains that character errors born or received, such as poor character, thoughtlessness, ignorance and recklessness, contribute by one to eliminating the causal link of the
accident. According to Heinrich, natural or environmental deficiencies in the employee's family or life cause these secondary personal defects, which themselves cause dangerous acts or the existence of unsafe conditions. Herbert W. Heinrich was a pioneering occupational safety researcher whose 1931 publication Industrial Accident Prevention: A Scientific
Approach [Heinrich 1931] was based on an analysis of major accident data collected by his employer, a large insurance company. This work, which has been going on for more than 30 years, identified cause and effect factors for industrial accidents, such as dangerous acts of human beings and dangerous mechanical or physical conditions. Heinrich is most
famous for the origins of the concept of the safety pyramid. He also developed five dominoes of accident causes, a successed accident model that has been influential in occupational safety thinking. His domino theory represents a series of accidents as a causal chain presented as dominoes that fall in a chain reaction. The fall of the first domino leads to the
fall of the second, followed by the third, etc., as described below. H. Heinrich's 1950 book Industrial Accident Prevention: A Scientific Approach Heinrich, as the culmination of a preventable injury to a series of events reminiscent of a domino row that resembles a domino row set so that: Domino knocks over the next one, causing the third to fall and so on until
the whole row is knocked down. If this series is interrupted by removing even one of its several factors, the damage will not occur, as shown in the figure below: Accident prevention by interrupting the accident sequence, the five identified factors published in the first version of the 1950 book Industrial Accident Prevention: A Scientific Approach In the first
version of this model, published in 1931 were domino 1: ancestry and the worker's social environment, which affects the skills, beliefs and character traits of the worker, and therefore the way in which they perform tasks domino 2: negligence of the worker or personal defects which prevent them from paying sufficient attention to the task (see box of the
accident susceptibility theory) domino 3: dangerous act or mechanical/physical hazard , such as worker error (standing under hanging load, starting machines without warning...) or technical equipment failure or insufficiently protected machine domino 4: accident domino 5: injuries or losses, the consequences of the accident accident altitle theory In the
period 1920–1960, several industrial psychologists presented a theory , according to which certain workers are more accident-prone than others (they are more likely to be able to withstand accidents even if exposed to equal risk) [Burnham 2008]. Some people working in high-risk industries still feel this way. However, studies carried out since the 1960s
show that this theory has little qualifications. Some population categories tend to have more accidents than others (e.g. young male drivers tend to have more car accidents than older drivers – more experienced drivers), but these factors apply to a specific category of persons (e.g. age, level of experience, level of education) than to a particular individual.
Organisational and workplace factors have a greater impact on the occurrence of accidents than individual-related factors. Finally, any theories about accidents that lead to guilt to individuals have a number of negative side effects on safety, such as encouraging individuals to react defensively, which drastically reduces the reporting and sharing of security
information. For these reasons, the theory of accident awareness is not a useful concept for safety management. Over time, the idea of blaming workplace behavior on ancestry and entrenched personal defects was found inappropriate, and newer versions of the model replace the markings of the first two dominoes with aspects of planning, job organization
and management, or more general management control of the organization's safety factors. This accident investigation theory was later developed by Frank Bird, who healed the supervisor Description. Description. which generalized the last accident domino to cover all losses (lost production, damage to equipment or other property, and not just injuries).
InterpretationT's linear accident model is simple and easy to understand. Compared to the very simple analyses common at the time (an accident caused by employee error), it helped managers think and identify underlying cause and effect factors that can affect accidents. Its promise to allow the suspension of the accident period by acting on the underlying
cause and effect factors (pulling the dominoes) will help convince people to accept the corrective actions proposed by the accident investigation. However, the model can contribute to the search for the culprits or culprits during the accident period, rather than understanding in detail all the factors that may have contributed to the accident. It encourages an
interpretation of occupational safety, where workers are seen as accident generators and not by people who do their best to push imperfect systems as best as possible because of all competing requirements. Criticism The Domino model is now widely considered too simple to be a useful tool for understanding the cause and effect factors of accidents: It
leads to an overly simple view of the proportion of human performance in accidents and focus on training and compliance with procedures (including behavioural safety programmes) rather than system design, workload and incentives. It adopts a purely linear and mechanical causation model that is not suitable for complex systems, where accidents are
usually caused by many interacting, partly competing and unpredictable factors. (Complex systems fail in complex ways is a useful tagline.) Burnham, John C. 2008. Unfallneigung: Why psychiatrists did not adopt and medicalized it. History of psychiatry 19(3):251–274. [Sci-Hub ] Heinrich and Herbert William. 1931. Prevention of an industrial accident:
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